Working with AC Education to deliver training to foster carers
Evaluation Forms - Allegations Management 29 September 2020
Feedback received from 14 candidates………….
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In response to the questions…things learnt…other feedback…
I have learnt the difference between a complaint, concern and allegation in relation to children in care and
the process if an allegation was to be made. Jill used some good examples of different severities of
allegations and explained how in different scenarios, it may be the police, LA’s or the fostering agency that
will take action. The course also made me aware that it is important I’m familiar with agency safeguarding
policies but also our LA, as well as the child I our care’s LA. The overall outcome of what I have learnt is to
ensure we are aware of all safeguarding policies and always be mindful of how something you do, may look
to others. Avoiding putting yourself in the situation to be accused of something is important. Recording on
the child’s daily log with times/dates and a detailed report of an incident that may have occurred, can help to
understand what happened, if later on an allegation is made.
I will be sure to keep up to date and regularly read agency safeguarding policies and LA’s safeguarding
policies, to ensure I am providing the right care to the looked after child and also protecting myself. In
addition, I will also do the things as per above to avoid any allegation being made; detailed recordings of
incidents, mindful of how I could be perceived to be doing something.

All work is covered by public liability and professional indemnity insurance.
This is supported by risk assessments of all sessions and comprehensive evaluation.

I received some worksheets to complete, which I feel are really useful and relevant to the course. Especially
the worksheet regarding my support network, in case of an allegation. It’s something I would not have
thought about previously, its always best to be prepared.
I would most definitely recommend this course to other people – Jill was very informative, interactive and
delivered the presentation very well.
Useful to hear thoughts and experiences from other foster carers who have years of experience.
I will be able to understand the services /process that the safeguarding board offer. A great interactive
course which kept me focussed and was very informative.
Jill made this training very useful and understandable, we enjoyed her training.
The trainer was able to engage and made the learning enjoyable. She was professional and very informative.
I liked her way of teaching the material and took away some valuable information. The trainer was fun and
made it light hearted whilst still getting the important message across.
I thought that Jill Webb was an excellent trainer, she was engaging, knowledgeable, and light hearted. My
wish is that all trainers were like her!

All work is covered by public liability and professional indemnity insurance.
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